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SHouLd YouR FIRM HAve An unLIMITed
vACATIon poLICY?
by David Whitemyer

If you’re like most A/E firms, you
allow each employee somewhere
between 10 and 20 vacation days (2-4
weeks) per year, depending on their
seniority (and how generous your
policy is). And with these allowances,
you probably have a permission-based
system for taking vacation days,
which requires employees to ask a
manager, principal, or firm owner for
authorization well in advance of any
planned time off.

The benefits are obvious: Happier
employees equal better and more
productive work. The downsides are
questionable: If employees are taking
too much vacation time, then they’re
not doing their work, for which you’re
paying them.

In addition to these considerations,
you’ll also need to revisit your new
vacation policy from time to time,
to discuss it with the other leaders
in your office, and to make sure it’s
really working and benefiting both the
employees and the firm.

If your A/E firm is considering an
unlimited vacation policy, here are 4
things that you must keep in mind:

Does your A/E firm have an unlimited
vacation policy? Or is it considering
one (or something similar)? We would
love to hear about it. Please write to us
at editor@psmj.com. l

If your vacation policy is similar to
this, you’re fostering an antiquated,
factory-based perspective of workers’
time that doesn’t take into account
that, thanks to modern technology,
many employees can—and will!—
work whenever and wherever they
need to.
The problem with traditional vacation
policies is this: If you’re telling
employees specifically how much
time they’re allowed to take off, then
you are also—by default—telling
them precisely how much time they’re
expected to work, when what you
really want from your team is simply
to have them do their work, do it well,
and enjoy doing it.
The current trend in vacation policies
is to have no policy at all, or to have
a formal set of guidelines that offers
unlimited vacation time. This allows
employees more flexibility, so that
they can travel more and spend
extended time with family far away,
but also so that they can take an
extra day here and there to be with
their kids at school, to have a quick
adventure with friends, or to take a
class in the middle of the week.
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1. Your firm has to have the right
culture. You need to begin with a
team culture that already embraces
doing good work and playing well
together. Your employees need to
feel that their skills and personalities
are what is most valuable to the
company, not their time.
2. Don’t let bad apples spoil the
bunch. If one or a few employees
seem to be taking advantage of
unlimited time off, nip it in the
bud immediately and talk to them.
If you don’t, it will frustrate other
employees and spread a negative
vibe of entitlement.
3. Encourage communication. Even
with unlimited vacation policies,
employees can’t simply come and go
as they please. Team members need
to let each other know when they’ll
be gone and for how long, and to
make sure it won’t conflict with any
lingering deadlines or other project
responsibilities.
4. Put it in writing. You’re still
running a business, and you need to
make sure you’re complying with all
Federal, State, and EEO rules. Talk
to your HR lawyer about writing an
unlimited vacation policy.
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56%...

the percentage of small business
owners who “hate” doing financial
tasks, according to the 2015
Infusionsoft Small Business Market
Research Sales & Marketing Report.
The report was based on research and
surveys of over 800 entrepreneurs.

37%...

the amount of small business
owners who “hate” dealing with HR
activities, according to the same 2015
Infusionsoft Small Business Market
Research Sales & Marketing Report.

